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Baho Neza Mwana village
Those children on left side
performed well at school. They are
top five. Theobald and Grace, on
the right side, and other three
children are the top of their classes
in primary schools. Bernard and
Claude also did the same in
secondary school.
They were all given two weeks
period to visit their families.

Ngwino Nawe Village
The children were able to pass exams in the second term. Among
67 children from all levels, post primary, primary, and secondary
and VTC, 30 children got over 70%. Eleven got over 90%.
This month we were delighted to welcome the family of Kerry and
Louise. They are from New Zealand and their parents are
specialists in special education.
They were excited to visit Ngwino Nawe children that they will
continue to promote the collaboration and partnership with others
villages in their country.
Once a week children are given a sport opportunity and play with
other normal children different games such as Sit ball, Boneza Ball,
etc. This allows children to extend their life experience and
external communication with sign language.

Enterprise development projects
We are now supporting 25 enterprise projects and
these are providing gainful employment for well very
nearly 400 young people.
Five of those groups were trained and won business
competition amongst other ten competitors. This
month, they fulfilled the requirement to get Rwanda
Aid grant to strengthen their projects.

Education
In the Month of July 2017, we started the action of selecting new school based mentors adding to the old 5 sectors of
Nyamasheke District. The 5 new sectors selected are listed below: Bushekeri sector, Nyabitekeri sector, Kanjongo sector,
Kagano sector and Rangiro sector. In July we carried out 1st step (collection and marking applications from all applicants) and
the last step concerning lesson observation and interviewing all applicants, will be done in August in third term when it opens
on 13th August 2017.
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